Polymorphisms within the Boule Gene Detected by Tetra-Primer Amplification Refractory Mutation System PCR (T-ARMS-PCR) are Significantly Associated with Goat Litter Size.
As a gene contributing to spermatogenesis, the Boule gene (also called Boll), whose mutations result in azoospermia and sterility of flies and mice, was conserved in reductional maturation divisions. However, in goats, the polymorphisms of Boule, especially with regard to their fundamental roles in female reproduction traits, are still unknown. Therefore, the aims of this study were to detect a potential mutation (rs661484476: g.7254T>C) located in intron 2 of the Boule gene by tetra-primer amplification refractory mutation system PCR (T-ARMS-PCR) and to explore its potential association with the litter size of Shaanbei White-Cashmere goats (SBWGs). In this study, g.7254T>C was firstly detected. The TT genotype was the dominant genotype in the single-lamb group, and T was also the dominant allele in all tested groups. Additionally, the detected locus displayed moderate polymorphism with polymorphism information content (PIC) values among all studied goats ranging from 0.303 to 0.344. Notably, according to the χ2 test, the distribution differences for the genotypic frequencies between the single- and multi-lamb groups was significant (p = 0.014). Furthermore, the polymorphisms of the goat Boule gene were significantly associated with the goat litter size in SBWGs (p < 0.05), which indicated that g.7254T>C could be a potential marker in the marker-assisted selection process for potential litter size in goats. These results also indicated that the Boule gene might exercise important functions in female goat reproduction, which provided new insight for female goat breeding and could accelerate the process of goat breeding.